
In this month’s newsletter you will find tips about photography, more club history, a book

recommendation, another biography, and other items of interest.  There won’t be much fishing news or

current club activities as we all wait through the “stay at home” situation.  Hope everyone has remained

safe and healthy, and tied lots of flies, so you will be ready to go fish far and often when the travel

restrictions are lifted. 

President's Message:

First - a big thank you to Allan Craig for putting together another great newsletter. Please help Allan out
and send him your favorite fly recipe, a write up of a great fishing trip, encouraging thoughts, suggestions.

This has been a very quiet month and I hope that everyone is safe and healthy. Knowing the risks that I
have taken in the past to get in just the right spot to make a good cast; I keep trying to come up with
ideas to fix the current situation. If the local guides used skiffs instead of drift boats, we could maintain 6
feet of distance, couldn't we?

The new website, with member roster, should launch next week. I can't blame too many fishing trips, just
ordinary stuff gets in the way of progress.

The Board had our first Zoom Directors meeting on April 15th. It went really well and it was good to see
everyone. Please let me know if you would like to sit in on the next one on May 20th and I will add you to
the invite list.

Mary Nishioka

New Fly Tying Cabinet at Clubhouse:

This cabinet was built by Jeff Collins with the help
of Alan Jones to provide accessible storage for fly
tying tools, hooks, beads, thread, wire and etc.
The unit was designed by Jeff to display individual
plastic storage trays/boxes which holds the various
items.  The unit has been installed in the front of
the mail room under the fly fisher mural and is a
work of cabinet making art. Dick Recchia spent
many days at the club house organizing thousands
of beads and millions of hooks. Thank you; Jeff,
Alan and Dick.

Bits of Club History 2000 - 2007:

Meetings:  held at Shasta County
Library,  Riverview Country Club, and Anderson
VFW Hall

Club Presidents were: Chip O’Brien (2000), Bob
Madgic (2002), Randy Doughty (2003), Art

Dick Baumann headed up culvert replacement
and maintenance on Salt Creek, funded by the
club.  Dick and Sandy Johnson were
instrumental in the Turtle Bay East riparian
habitat restoration.  John Thorn took on an
angler survey project by posting signs and



Agnew (2005)

Fly tying: Classes at Anderson VFW hall, jam
sessions at Shasta County Library, John
Gantner taught fly tying at Good times Pizza,
Allen Slatttery and Stew Stewart also led fly tying
there with various guests Tyers. 

Casting classes were offered by Guy Manning
and Woody Woodland

Hospitality: Jerry Marks hosted orientation
parties at his home for new and newer members
to get acquainted. 

Newsletters were edited by Bjorn Stromsness,
John Gantner, Mike Johnson, Bary and Marsha
Caranci , Bob Madgic, and Guy Manning.  It cost
41 cents to mail the newsletter in 2007! 

Newsletters had a summary of club board
meetings, and also the opportunity for members
to post fly fishing gear “for sale” 

Banquet: Often at the Elks club (cost $25): The
primary objective of the annual banquet was
fund raising to support youth programs and
conservation projects. The previous year’s
conservation work was highlighted at the annual
banquet. The banquet netted $11,000 in 2006,
and $9,500 in 2007.  

The club decided to publish the years budget in
future newsletters, and the balance was $8, 461
in 2004. The proposed budget was $20,000 in
2005, and the balance was $15, 385 in June of
that year.  There were 140 club members at that
time.

Name change: Effective January 1, 2005, the
legal name of the club was changed to “Shasta
Trinity Fly Fishers”.  In addition to revising the
bylaws, there was an intent to change the club
status to a 501(c) 3 charitable, non-profit
corporation.  The rationale of the change was to
“give the club the opportunity to pursue grants
and other public money for conservation
projects”.  The club did not become a 501(c) 3
until years later. 

Conservation: During the decade, conservation
committee chairs, particularly Patrick Shannon in
2003 and followed by Bill Lenheim, led an active
group.  They and committee members serving as
task force chairs were responsible for a long list
of activities and achievements.

collecting surveys on all the regions wild trout
waters. 

Other projects included a Hat Creek stream bank
reinforcement project, funding aquarium chillers
for Turtle Bay museum, constructing kiosks at
the McCloud River Conservancy, and the club
participated in river cleanups. The club made
annual donations to conservation organizations
including Cal Trout, Sacramento River
Preservation Trust and the Nature Conservancy.

Conservation chair Bill Lenheim kept the club
informed about projects with in depth reports in
the monthly newsletter.  The club supported a
local Boy Scouts troop with their fishing
program.  Scholarships were awarded to youths
for the Fly Shop’s “Fish Camp”, and there were
22 entries in 2007.  The club continues to offer
such scholarships each year. 

Conservation Committee members also wrote
articles and provided input regarding Clear
Creek, Klamath River and Trinity River
issues.  Bill Lenheim attended numerous such
meetings.  Club members, especially Dick
Johnson, gave input at public forums regarding
Lower Sacramento River fishing regulations.
Patrick attended regional conservation meetings
in Sacramento and San Francisco, and meetings
in Red Bluff regarding the dam removal on Battle
Creek. Patrick was also instrumental in the City
of Redding storm drain labeling projects- with
assistance from STFF, the Mayflies, and
Redding West Rotary.  Those labels are still in
place today. 

Fishouts:  In April 2006, Benson Kanemoto led
an outing to…… Lewiston Lake, where
else!!   Benson had joined the club in 2003, back
when Bob Madgic was president. Other fish outs
were to places like Clear Creek, Shasta Lake,
Medicine Lake, North Battle Creek Reservoir,
Hat Creek, iron Canyon Reservoir, Sacramento
River shad, and 13 anglers attended an
outing/pot luck at Rocky Point. There was an
annual campout at Lake Almanor in search of the
elusive Hex hatch. In 2007 the club had a
monthly “Big Fish” award.

The binder of saved newsletters ran out of room
after 2007.  To be continued.. more history..
when more newsletter archives are found! 
Allan Craig

Meet Committee Chair: Allan Craig, Trout In The Classroom

For a kid who liked to hunt and fish, why leave Northern California?  Today I live less than an hour’s drive
from my hometown of Corning. Near my home were several creeks and a canal which provided bullheads
and green sunfish by day, and frog leg dinners by night.  Did you know bull frogs are invasive and not
native to the West Coast? There were fields and orchards for chasing butterflies, pheasants, and
reptiles.  My first shot gun was purchased with money earned by taking non-venomous snakes to a local
highway tourist attraction named the “Snake Pit”. 

Once old enough to drive I bought my first boat with a $600 bank loan, and the Sacramento River at
Woodson Bridge became my second home.  Prior to discovering fly fishing, spinning tackle was used for
shad, stripers and steelhead. 

No surprise a favorite high school subject was Biology, which was also my major at Chico



State.  Teaching science seemed like a logical next step, and I really enjoyed the middle and junior high
school kids.  A fellow teacher once said teaching “keeps you young”, and looking back at my career
possibly my biggest accomplishment was getting really good at playing four square!   Other extra-
curricular highlights were sports, teaching hunters safety including archery, and an after school fishing
club. 

I first joined the fly fishing club in 1989, and was active for a few years until my priorities changed.  A bass
club met the same night, and there were year round roller hockey and soccer tournaments for my two
sons.  Very time consuming and a lot of travel, but we sure miss those games today. Kids grow up too
fast. 

Upon retirement I worked part time in a tackle shop and had my own fishing guide business- mostly
conventional tackle for salmon. Doing the math, maybe the business broke even, but it was an
opportunity to load up on Winston fly rods at a good discount. Now back in the fly club  for almost two
decades and volunteering  with STFF, TU and the DFW. The “Trout in the Classroom” program is a
combination of all of those. 

Retirement provided more opportunities for
international travel to fly fish.  Sometimes
my wife has joined me for birding and
wildlife viewing on a trip list that
includes  six continents, 20 countries, and
250 different species on a fly. It would be
hard to choose a  favorite destination.
Some of the most memorable were very
remote and immersed in an indigenous
culture such as Mongolia, with unique
music and khoomei, or “throat singing”.  In
the jungles of Bolivia live the Tsimane
people whose active life style and high
carbohydrate diet results in the lowest
coronary artery disease in the world.  The
Amazon River tributaries in Brazil have

amazing varieties of fish, and one region is the home of the Kayapo tribe. Their struggles against
encroachment and exploitation of their natural resources was the inspiration for the movie
“Avatar”! Kayapo women do body painting with charcoal.

Today my sights are on waters closer to home, the 12 western states. Each has native fish waiting to be
caught and photographed for a program called the “Western Native Trout Challenge”.  Along the way
there are national parks to be visited.   Still so much to see and do…      Allan

Short but funny fly fishing videos. Stay inside and stay safe.

https://youtu.be/lwO3GQVAcwM

https://youtu.be/-cjkdO6MNW4

https://youtube.com/watch?v=UE6GrJr6oVg

The above from Bob Shoberg, Fly Casters San Jose (with permission)
><)))o> ><)))o>
><)))o> ><)))o>

Tippet tip: found in past newsletter:  “The lighter your tippet, the longer it should be which gives more
stretch to cushion the shock of a hard take which is when tippets most often break”. 

“Fly fishermen are born honest, but they get over it.”    Ed Zern

“Fishing is boring, unless you catch an actual fish, and then it is disgusting.”   Dave Barry

“The two best times to fish is when it’s raining and when it ain’t.”    Patrick McManus

Fly Fishers International - Website

Kathie Burns suggests that we check out the FFI



website. The site holds a wealth of information and
entertainment while we are holding in place. You
could spend a week on the Education section
alone. Also check out the Women's Connect.
Kathie Burns is an active member and can give
you additional information

flyfishersinternational.org

Grip & Grin or How To Hold a Fish for a Picture:

This information is being passed on in conjunction with the new Big Fish Award program which requires a
picture of your big fish submission.  (More to follow on new award.)

After seeing thousands of grip-and-grin photos of people holding their fish, I want to share some valuable
information that I learned from guide, Jim Andras (andrasoutfitters.com).

First thing to remember is that this is a once in a
lifetime photo op.  Once the fish is put back,
dropped, or wriggles free; your chance for the
picture is over. If it’s truly a memorable fish, why
not make it the best picture that you can? How
many times have you seen people holding their
fish and all you see is their grin and their
hands.  The poor fish is hidden.  When you catch a
big one, how many times have you thought that it
actually looked bigger in real life than in the
photo?

Also think about how many pictures of fish that you want.  The limited amount of background that shows
all tends to look similar, we usually wear the same clothing, and the fish start looking alike. Taking the fish
out of the water, excessive handling, risking squeezing or dropping are all potentially hazardous to the
fish.  The Big Fish Award only requires a picture of the fish, it can stay in the net.  Many clubs won’t use
pictures of fish that are taken out of the water. Use the Golden Rule and handle the fish the way you
would want to be handled.

Step 1:

After the fish is in the net - and still in the water -
stop and take a deep breath.  Your adrenaline is
high from the take and the fight.  You need to
focus on the next part - the picture. And never
ever take your camera out or turn it on before the
fish is actually in the net.  Very bad fish
karma.  Don’t even think of the picture when you
are fighting and netting the fish.

Step 2:

Wet your hands. The fish will probably be tangled
in the net and tippet. Release the fish from the net
but leave him or her in the net and in the
water.  You preparing to pick up the fish. If the net
is tangled around fins, in the mouth, or you want to
take the fly out; fix it now. Keep taking slow deep

http://andrasoutfitters.com/


breaths and concentrate on what you are
doing.  Ignore the people around you and the voice
in your head that is screaming “I got it! I got it!”

Lose the net ! !

Step 3:

Get yourself lined up with the background you want and where the light is. Tip your hat back a little and
it’s recommended you take your sunglasses off. Decide if you want the traditional “grip-and-grin” or
something more interesting.  The camera should be on and focused.  The fish is still in the net and
remains in the water.

Step 4:

Trout, salmon, steelhead all have a flat spot on top of their body just where the tail starts.  Put your thumb
on this flat spot and your fingers around the back.  Not the front, the back of the fish. The bigger the fish,
the bigger the flat spot. On a nice steelhead, your whole thumb fits. Smaller fish are trickier but it’s still
there. Squeeze down hard with your thumb on the flat spot and up with the pads of your fingers at the
base of the tail. If you are doing it correctly, this one hand gives you total control of the fish.  You can’t
hurt the fish unless you literally squish it’s tail off (on a small fish, I suppose it’s possible) so don’t this. On
a medium or larger fish, you can’t hurt it from this position.  The fish is not going anywhere, it can’t kick
and wiggle free.  The fish is still in the net in the water.  All you need to do is barely lift the tail to get your
hand around the back (not the camera side) of the fish and squeeze top and bottom.

Step 5:

This next step happens very fast so your camera
person needs to be ready.  Your other hand
comes up below the fish and cradles it with almost
no fingers showing on the camera side of the fish.
This hand is supporting the weight of the fish and
not applying any pressure so the internal organs
aren’t harmed. You lift and smile. Look at the
camera, the picture is taken.  Fish goes back in the
net in the water. Note this also limits the amount of
your skin that touches the fish. This step should
take no more than three Mississippi.

Step 6:

Repeat if necessary but limit as you want to revive
and release the fish as soon as possible. 

Step 7:
To put the fish back in the water to revive before releasing, repeat the lift; hold the fish at the tail, gently lift
out of the net using your other hand as a cradle. Fish is out of the net and in the water. If you follow all of
the above steps, the fish is going be pretty hot to go as it has had plenty of time in the net in the water.
Hold the tail and wait until the fish is ready to swim away. Don’t make him fight and don’t pull him back
and forth but make sure he is fully able to swim.

Step 8:
Repeat with new fish as often as possible until you get it right.

Mary Nishioka



The Feather Thief by Kirk Wallace Johnson
A True Story

Do a quick internet search for the name Edwin Rist, and you will read that he is a young and brilliant  flute
player.  He is also a superb tier of extravagant salmon flies.  He is also a thief, but he does not consider
himself one.  The book is a must read for anyone who has ever tied a fly, and wondered where the
feathers came from. 

Some of the most beautiful creatures on the planet are birds such as the Indian Crow, the Blue Chatterer,
the Resplendent Quetzal, and the Bird of Paradise.  Some of these dwell (or dwelled) on remote islands
with few predators, and evolved with brilliantly colored plumage for the purpose of attracting a mate. And
solely because they are so beautiful,…. people killed them! Not just a few, not by the thousands, but by
the millions.

In the late 1800’s the well to do used their feathers and skins to adorn the hats of the fashionable, or
decorate the walls and collections of the elite.  The more rare they became, the more the opulent were
willing to pay. Other birds were targets too.  A shawl was made from “eight thousand hummingbird skins”.
“A British dealer reported selling two million bird skins in a single year.” “Two hundred million North
American birds” (such as egrets in the Everglades)  were killed each year to supply the booming millinery
trade  which in 1900 employed 83,000 workers in New York.   

Eventually laws were passed to curtail the wildlife trade.  No surprise those laws met resistance from
those who profited from the exploitation. Then and still  today, pity any endangered specie that happens to
get between a greedy human and a dollar bill!  Eventually styles changed and demand for decorated hats
declined. 

There was still a market for the feather trade
though.  The feathers of these birds were (are)
prized by the tiers of salmon flies.  Rare and
protected species are found in classic
patterns  such as the the Durham Ranger or the
Baron which used the feathers of 12 different birds
from around the world.  Tying such flies with any
substitute materials just didn’t cut it with the elite
tiers. 

A talented young flutist became enthralled with the
art of fly tying, especially the most glamorous of
patterns.  Obtaining the very expensive materials
was difficult, so when he traveled to England to
study and perform in orchestras, he planned a
heist.  At the age of 20, he broke in to the British
Natural History Museum at Tring, and stole 299
skins of some of the most beautiful birds that had
been stored for decades for scientific research. 

The story then chronicles his on line sales on sites such as “The Trading Floor”
on ClassicFlyTying.com.   and then followed by the detective work to catch up with him.  The twist of his
trial, which seemed like might be the end of the story, was not the end.  The trial occurred in the middle of
the book.  What follows is an unraveling of a mystery.  Not all the skins are recovered, and are worth
thousands each to fly tiers.  So where are the missing skins?  Who else is involved?  Was there an
accomplice the night of the theft? Who was selling online under the name “Goku”? Why are tiers at Fly
Tying Symposiums so tight lipped? 

http://classicflytying.com/


Some of the author’s closing words: “There are gorgeous salmon flies tied using legal, ethically sourced
feathers”.  However there have been other museum thefts of rare birds.  “To some there is the belief that
these birds were worth preserving”.  “To the feather underground, driven by greed, it is a desire to
possess what others didn’t”.     Allan

“Like winds and sunsets, wild things were taken for granted until progress began to do away with
them.  Now we face the question whether a still higher ‘standard of living’ is worth its cost in things
natural, wild and free.”        Aldo Leopold

A Look Back At the 80’s - Gone too Soon:
George Cuyler

The club lost several members in the 80’s whose passing was too sudden to prepare for.  Even though
they may have reached an age where the end of life could be near, up to the end they were still fishing
and sharing and adding to the enjoyment of fishing for others.  They still had more to offer, so when word
came that they had left,  they were “gone too soon”, regardless of how many candles on their last birthday
cake.  Of those, past newsletters contained brief eulogies of a few. 

One such person was George Cuyler, aka “The Trashfish Poet”.  George was born in Iowa in 1929, and
eventually ended up in Redding, working for the Record Searchlight.  Already holding several  degrees
he went to back to college to get a teaching credential.  He then taught English, Speech and Drama at
Anderson High School for many years.  His  favorite was probably drama, as he produced over 40
plays.  His summers were not spent fly fishing, rather he would play roles in theater productions.

Soon after his retirement in 1986 he became interested in fly fishing and joined the club. He would be one
of the first at a meeting, patiently waiting for the door to open, then sitting quietly and listening, and
doodling.  A quiet and introspective man, scruffy full beard, kaki trousers, floppy broad-brimmed hat, and
outside would have  a pipe- it was hard to imagine he had been a cheer leader back in college! 

His most notable contributions to the club were forms of the arts. He was skilled in cabinet and furniture
making, and he was a gifted writer.  His writings have appeared in past newsletters.  His skills in drama
and production were put to good use when he helped produce the club’s television series “Flyfishing
Shasta County” 27 shows for the public access channel. He was club secretary and the editor of the
newsletter. 

He was also a big supporter of libraries.  He had a part time position driving a van to remote communities
to deliver books.  After numerous mountain trips one cold December, he came down with the flu. It had
been a tough flu season, and Eric told me later that he had warned George, “ You’ve got it , baby”!  He
was just a few days shy for getting on medicare, so he delayed going to the doctor. George died
December 31, 1993 from bronchial pneumonia.  He was only 64. 

The “Trashfish Poet” does still exist if you can find a copy of the small publication somewhere in the club
house.  The pseudo name came about as a result of discussions over what would be a proper term for
local non-game species. A “trash fish” may be a fish that you had not wanted to catch? Well, I have heard
some bass angler friends call any trout a “trashfish”.. and only slightly joking!  Maybe a “trashfish” is any
that are invasive? However I have since learned that one of the most invasive fish is… rainbow
trout.  More on that in a future newsletter.  Some consider a pike minnow as a “trashfish”.  That is when
the club’s foremost authority on anything scientific (Eric Barham) would in no uncertain terms explain that
any naturally occurring species of anything had a place in the ecosystem and it was not up to humans to
judge or try to change it!!  George, and years later Eric-  “Gone too soon”. 

The Fly Tier’s Vice
by: The Trashfish Poet

No witches or alchemists had in their stocks
The exotics found in the fly tiers box.

The eye of the peacock,
The wing of the goose, 

The tail of the calf,
And the mane of the moose.

Breast of rooster,
Pheasant’s locks, 
Wax of beehive,

Hair of fox.
And your serious tier



Feels plumb out of luck
If he lacks the plumes

From the butt of a duck.

But of all things strange or incomprehensible,
Peruse, please, the pattern called “Tups Indispensable.”

It uses hair from the part of the ram
That goes to make him what he am.
Shocking? Of that I have no doubt.
(Still…if it might attract a trout…)


